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Abstract. Modelling the evolution of biological networks is a major
challenge. Biological networks are usually represented as graphs; evolutionary events include addition and removal of vertices and edges, but
also duplication of vertices and their associated edges. Since duplication is viewed as a primary driver of genomic evolution, recent work
has focused on duplication-based models. Missing from these models is
any embodiment of modularity, a widely accepted attribute of biological
networks. Some models spontaneously generate modular structures, but
none is known to maintain and evolve them.
We describe NEMo (Network Evolution with Modularity), a new
model that embodies modularity. NEMo allows modules to emerge and
vanish, to fission and merge, all driven by the underlying edge-level events
using a duplication-based process. We introduce measures to compare
biological networks in terms of their modular structure and use them to
compare NEMo and existing duplication-based models and to compare
both generated and published networks.
Keywords: Generative model · Evolutionary model
Evolutionary event · Modularity · Network topology
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Introduction

The rapid growth of experimentally measured data in biology requires eﬀective computational models to uncover biological mechanisms in the data. Networks are commonly used to represent key processes in biology; examples include
transcriptional regulatory networks, protein-protein interaction (PPI) networks,
metabolic networks, etc. The model is typically a graph, directed or undirected,
where edges or arcs represent interactions and vertices represent actors (genes,
proteins, etc.). Establishing experimentally the existence of a particular interaction is expensive and time-consuming, so most published networks have been
inferred through computational methods ranging from datamining the literature
c Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2016
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(see, e.g., [1,10,15]) to inferring the evolutionary history of the networks from
present observations [8,26,35,36]. (Makino and McLaughlin [14] present a thorough discussion of evolutionary approaches to PPI networks.) Often these networks are built through a process of accretion, by adding new actors and new
interactions as they are observed, published, or inferred, with the result that
errors in many current biological networks tend to be false positives (errors of
commission) rather than false negatives (errors of omission). A variety of databases store inferred networks and range from large graphs, such as the human
PPI network in the STRING database (ca. 3’000’000 interactions) [9,31], down
to quite small ones, such as the manually curated Human Protein Reference
Database (ca. 40’000 interactions) [23]. Even a cursory reading of the literature
shows that agreement among ﬁndings is rather limited, due in part to the variety
of samples used and the dynamic nature of the networks, but also in good part
because of the diﬃculty of inference.
This intrinsic diﬃculty has led researchers to go beyond the inference of a
single network from data about one organism and to use comparative methods.
Pairwise comparative methods, while more powerful, oﬀer only limited protection against noise and high variability. This weakness in turn has led to the use
of evolutionary methods that use several organisms and carry out simultaneous inference on all of them [8,14,36]—a type of inference that falls within the
category of transfer learning [20]. A unique feature in these approaches is their
use of evolutionary models (not commonly associated with transfer learning).
These approaches posit a model of evolution for the networks, typically based
on inserting and deleting edges and duplicating or losing vertices, and then seek
to infer present-day networks as well as ancestral networks that, under the chosen evolutionary model, would best explain the data collected. The evolutionary
model is thus the crucial component of the inference procedure.
An early ﬁnding about biological networks such as regulatory networks and
PPI networks was the clear presence of modularity [11]: these networks are
not homogeneous, with comparable connectivity patterns at every vertex, but
present a higher-level structure consisting of well connected subgraphs with
less substantial connectivity to other such subgraphs. Modularity is now widely
viewed as one of the main characteristics of living systems [28]. While some of
the models devised for networks lead automatically to the emergence of modules
within the network [30], these models are purely generative—increasing the size
of the network at each step—and thus do not match biological reality. There is
thus a need for an evolutionary model for PPI networks that, while still based
on the gain and loss of vertices and edges, takes into account modularity.
In this paper, we introduce NEMo, a network evolutionary model with modularity for PPI networks that includes both growth and reduction operators, and
that explicitly models the inﬂuence of modularity on network evolution. While
modules remain the product of purely local events (at the level of single vertices or edges), they are subject to slightly diﬀerent selection constraints once
they have emerged, so that our model allows modules to emerge, to disappear,
to merge, and to split. We present the results of simulations and compare the
networks thus produced to the consensus networks currently stored in a variety
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of databases for model organisms. Our comparisons are based on both network
alignment ideas and new measures aimed at quantifying modularity, so we also
discuss the usefulness of these measures and evaluate published PPI networks
with respect to these measures. Our measures of modularity can be used to
analyze the general characteristics of PPI networks and clearly distinguish the
various models organisms. Our ﬁndings support the accepted bias of published
networks towards false positives and the often reported distribution of modules
into a few large subgraphs and a collection of much smaller subgraphs; NEMo
produces networks with the latter characteristic and maintains it even when
it has reached a target range of sizes and simply makes small changes to the
structure of the network.

2

Current Generative Models for PPI Networks

All evolutionary models to date are based on the addition or removal of the
basic constituent elements of the network: vertices (proteins) and edges (pairwise interactions). In terms of complexity and verisimilitude, however, models
proposed to date vary widely. Most of the recent models are based on duplication followed by divergence, denoted D&D [4,24], in which a vertex is duplicated
(think of a gene duplication) and inherits some randomly chosen subset of the
connections of the original vertex (the copy of the gene initially produces much
the same protein as the original and so enters into much the same interactions).
Most evolutionary biologists view gene duplication (single gene, a segment of
genes, or even the entire genome) as the most important source of diversiﬁcation
in genomic evolution [13,19], so models based on D&D have become widely used
for PPI networks.
The full D&D model considers both specialization and gene duplication
events. Following a specialization event, interactions (edges) can be gained or
lost with speciﬁed probabilities. A duplication event duplicates all interactions of
the original copy, but some interactions for both the original and the duplicated
copies are immediately lost with some probability. A recent variation on the D&D
model is the duplication-mutation-complementarity (DC) model [16,17,32], in
which the same interaction cannot be lost simultaneously in the original and in
the copy and in which the duplicated gene itself may gain a direct interaction
with the original gene. The DMR (random mutation) model [29] is another variation, in which new interactions (not among those involving the original vertex)
can be introduced between the duplicate vertex and some random vertex in the
network.

3

NEMo

While, as noted earlier, the D&D model (and, by extension, its various derivatives) will automatically give rise to modular structures, it does so in scenarios
of unrestricted growth: no edge deletions are allowed other than those that occur
as part of a vertex duplication and a vertex gets deleted only indirectly, if and
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when its degree is reduced to zero. In that sense, the D&D, while a generative
model, is not an evolutionary model: it can only grow networks, not evolve them
while keeping their size within some ﬁxed range. The same is true of its several
variants.
Our aim is to produce a generative model that is also an evolutionary model
and that we can later use for reconstructing the evolutionary history of PPI
networks. Under such a model, a network may grow, shrink, or, most commonly,
vary in size within some bounded range. Since the dominant growth operator is
duplication and since this operator typically adds multiple edges to the network,
random (i.e., unrelated to other events) loss of edges must be common. We conjecture that, under such a model, modularity might not be preserved—because,
under such a model, the selection of which interactions to lose is independent
of the modular structure. Since modules appear both necessary to life and quite
robust against mutations, a model of evolution of PPI networks that is biased
(as nature appears to be) in favor of the survival of modules would need to
“know”about the module structure.
We therefore decided to design a two-level model. The lower level is just
a variant of the DC model, except that it allows random mutations for each
vertex—a vertex can be lost at any step rather than just when its degree
is reduced to zero—and that, due to the same random mutations, arbitrary
edges can be added to or removed from the network. The higher level, however,
is “module-aware” so that interactions can be classiﬁed as within a module,
between modules, or unrelated to modules. This classiﬁcation allows us to treat
these three types diﬀerently in the evolutionary model, with interactions within
modules less likely to be lost. Our model represents a PPI network as a graph,
with the set of vertices representing proteins and the set of undirected edges representing undirected interactions between the proteins. In addition, the graph is
at all times subdivided into subgraphs, which correspond to modules.
The events directly aﬀecting vertices and edges are similar to those of the
D&D model and its relatives and can be classiﬁed into four categories: protein
gain, protein loss, interaction gain, and interaction loss. Protein gain is exclusively through duplication and thus also includes interaction gains for the newly
added protein. Protein loss removes a randomly chosen vertex; it can be a consequence of, e.g., pseudogene formation. (As in the DMC model, it is also possible to lose a vertex through progressive loss of interactions until the vertex has
degree zero.) Interaction loss removes a randomly chosen edge; it can come about
through domain mutations, structural mutations, subfunctionalization, and the
like. Interaction gains come in two varieties: those caused by vertex duplication
and those arising purely at random, by connecting a previously unconnected pair
of vertices, which could arise, like loss, through domain or structural mutations,
or through progressive neofunctionalization (Fig. 1).
We use the module level to inﬂuence the event chain as follows. First, we
allow events to arise within the same time frame in diﬀerent modules; whereas
existing models treat the network as one unit and allow a single event at a
time, our model treats the network as a collection of subgraphs and allows up to
one event in each subgraph. Multiple events within the same time frame can
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(b)

Fig. 1. NEMo: schema of the evolutionary process: (a) after multiple timesteps;
(b) after reclustering

more closely model events such as segmental duplication (in which many genes
are duplicated together). Second, we distinguish intramodular events (all four
events can be intramodular) from intermodular events (only edge gains and losses
can be intermodular), allowing us to use diﬀerent parameters for the two types.
While we automatically place a duplicate vertex within the same module as
the original vertex, we also periodically recompute the subgraph decomposition,
thereby inducing changes in the module structure, including both ﬁssion and
fusion of modules. Thus there is no speciﬁc evolutionary event associated with
changes in the module structure: rather, it is a recognition that underlying events
have, over some number of steps, suﬃciently altered the network as to have
altered, destroyed, or created some modules.
Such a model as this requires the identiﬁcation of modules within a network
and the extraction and quantiﬁcation of some high-level attributes that can be
used to measure similarity. Methodologies used in much of the work on the
identiﬁcation of functional modules [2,6,7] are not applicable here, as we deal
with an anonymous graph, not with annotated proteins. We rely in part on
clustering algorithms (to detect clusters, which we regard as potential modules,
within the graph) and in part on matching high-level attributes of actual PPI
networks and using these attributes to measure drift in the course of evolution.
There are several families of clustering algorithms used in the biological domain.
In this study, we use ClusterOne [18], a graph clustering algorithm that allows
overlapping clusters. It has been useful for detecting protein complexes in PPI
networks tolerating nodes to have multiple-module membership.

4

Assessing Modularity

In order to evaluate the output of NEMo, we must ﬁrst quantify signiﬁcant
attributes of PPI networks. The resulting features can then be used to measure
the similarity of our generated networks to real networks, as well as the diﬀerences between networks generated by our model and networks generated under
existing models. Similarity here refers to structural and topological features such
as modularity and connectivity: we need to compare networks very diﬀerent in
size and composition and so cannot use tools such as network alignment methods.
We thus propose a set of features applicable to hall networks, features chosen to
measure global properties of networks and to quantify aspects of modularity.
Most of the features proposed here are commonly used in the analysis of
networks [2,3]; several are modiﬁed so as to provide a level of independence
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from size—bacterial PPI networks are necessarily smaller than mammalian PPI
networks, while simulations can be run at all sizes. For each network, we compute
the number of nodes, the number of edges, and the degree distribution; we also
run the ClusterOne cluster algorithm (always with the same parameters) and
store the number of clusters as well as the size and composition of each cluster.
We then compute the following ﬁve global measures.
Cluster Coeﬃcient (CC): The CC is based on triplets of vertices. A triplet is
open if connected with two edges, closed if connected with all three edges.
The CC is just the ratio of the number of closed triplets divided by the total
number of (open or closed) triplets [34].
Graph Density (GD): The density of a graph is the ratio of the actual number
of edges to the number of possible edges.
Diameter (): The diameter of a graph is the length of the longest simple path
in the graph.
Fraction of Edges Inside (FEI): FEI is the fraction of edges contained within
modules. We expect it to be high since PPI networks contain highly connected
substructures (modules) that have only few connections to vertices outside
the substructure [3,12,33].
Tail Size (TS): A simple representation of the tail of the degree distribution, TS
is fraction of the number of nodes with degree higher than one-third of that
maximum node degree.

5

Results on Natural PPI Networks

For the data, we chose to work with model organisms, as they have large numbers of high-conﬁdence interactions. We chose to download the following species
since they have the largest number of well documented interactions: E. Coli, S.
Cerevisiae, and H. Sapiens. Diﬀerent sources were considered to emphasize the
discrepancies of the networks stored and provided in existing datasets of real
world PPI networks.
One source is the STRING database [9] that aims to provide a global perspective for as many organisms as feasible, tolerating lower-quality data and
computational predictions. With this purpose the database holds a large part
of false positive interactions. Although the STRING database stores evidence
scores for each protein-protein interaction to allow elimination of as many false
positive entries as possible by the user, it is still very much biased. For other
sources, we consulted the manually curated H. sapiens PPI network HPRD [22]
database and the experimental setup of the MAGNA++ algorithm [27] that
aims at maximizing accuracy in global network alignment: an H. sapiens PPI
network of 9141 proteins and 41456 interactions (Radivojac et al., 2008 [25]),
an E. coli PPI network [21] of high-conﬁdence of 1941 proteins with 3989 interactions, and a yeast S. cerevisiae PPI network with 2390 proteins and 161277
PPIs (Collins et al., 2007 [5]).
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Table 1. General characteristics of the three PPI networks in various databases
Species

# nodes # edges # clusters

H. sapiens STRING

19247

4274001 2077

E. coli STRING

4145

568789

16

S. cerevisiae STRING

6418

939998

159

H. sapiens HPRD

9673

E. coli MAGNA++exp

1941

3989

393

S. cerevisiae MAGNA++exp

2390

16127

360

H. sapiens MAGNA++exp

9141

41456 2306

39198 2886

Table 2. Values of our features for the three PPI networks in various versions
GD

 FEI

Species

CC

H. sapiens STRING

0.23058 0.02308 18 0.94506

TS
0.99777

E. coli STRING

0.21368 0.06623 9

S. cerevisiae STRING

0.27757 0.04565 20 1.08949* 0.99564

H. sapiens HPRD

0.19602 0.00084 30 0.53896

E. coli MAGNA++exp

0.3394

1.00942* 0.80555
0.99369

0.00212 33 0.92454

0.98454

S. cerevisiae MAGNA++exp 0.43854 0.00565 34 0.97055

0.95105

H. sapiens MAGNA++exp

0.99103

0.16377 0.00099 30 0.56549

∗

(FEI > 1) comes from the multiple membership of nodes. Edges shared by
two nodes that belong to more than one same module are counted more than
once.

We downloaded PPI networks from the STRING database [31] and used
a high threshold (900) on the supplied conﬁdence scores to retain only highconﬁdence interactions. Table 1 provides a brief description of these three PPI
networks in the various databases and versions.
We then computed our network features for each of these networks, as shown
in Table 2.

6
6.1

Results on Simulations
Simulation Goals and Setup

The goal of our simulations was to verify the ability of NEMo to produce networks with characteristics similar to those of the natural PPI networks and also
to compare the networks it produces with those produced without the moduleaware level and with those produced by D&D models. In particular, we wanted
to test the ability of NEMo to sustain modules in networks not undergoing
growth, but subject only to change—where gain of proteins and interactions is
balanced by loss of same. Therefore we ran two distinct series of simulations,
one for generation and one for evolution.
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The ﬁrst series uses both the DMC model [32], perhaps the most commonly
used model in the D&D family today, and NEMo to grow networks to ﬁxed
sizes. We then compute our features on these networks and compare both types
of generated networks with the PPI networks of the model organisms. Since DC
is not module-aware, but claimed to generate modular networks, whereas NEMo
is explicitly module-aware, we want to see how well the characteristics of each
type of generated network compare to the PPI networks of the model organisms.
In the second series of simulations, we use NEMo in steady-state mode (balanced gains and losses) over many steps to evolve networks produced during the
ﬁrst simulation series. Our main intent here is to observe the evolution (mostly
in terms of size, edge density, and modules) of the networks. We use parameters
for NEMo that give it a slight bias towards growth, mostly to avoid the natural
variance of the process from “starving” too many of the networks.
6.2

Results for Network Generation

We set parameters of our model for simulating growth of the network and compared the resulting networks with those built with the standard DMC model for
similar sizes, as well as with the PPI networks from the three model organisms.
We then computed our network features for each of these networks, as shown
in Table 3, where they can be compared to the same features shown for PPI networks (from Table 2). Both DC and NEMo generated networks with features
comparable to those observed in the PPI networks collected from MAGNA
and HPRD, although the signiﬁcantly lower clustering coeﬃcient of the DCgenerated network (0.04 as compared to 0.14 for the NEMo-generated network)
indicates a less resolved modular structure. Note that all PPI networks from
databases have larger clustering coeﬃcients than the generated networks, a difference attributable in good part to the generation mode.
Table 3. Values of our features for the generated networks and the three PPI networks
in various versions
Species

6.3

CC

GD

 FEI

TS

H. sapiens HPRD

0.196021 0.000837947 30 0.538956 0.993694

E. coli MAGNA++exp

0.3394

0.00211869

33 0.924542 0.984544

S. cerevisiae MAGNA++exp 0.438538 0.00564897

34 0.970546 0.951046

H. sapiens MAGNA++exp

0.163768 0.000992379 30 0.565491 0.991029

DC-generated net500

0.0478

0.0040

12 0.9520

0.9880

NEMO-generated net500

0.1417

0.0078

31 0.9559

0.9519

Results for Network Evolution

In the second step of our experiments we test the ability of NEMo to simulate
the evolution of a PPI network (with roughly balanced ngain and loss rates)

9
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(a) evolution from a DMC-generated initial network

(b) evolution from a NEMo-generated initial network
Fig. 2. Evolution of network characteristics under the NEMo model over 600 steps,
with reclustering into modules at 200 and 400 steps. Top line shows the total number
of edges, second line the number of vertices, third line the number of modules, fourth
line the size of the largest module, and bottom line the number of singleton modules.

while preserving modularity and also test how NEMo’s behavior is aﬀected by
its initial condition by using for DMC- and NEMo-generated networks at time
zero. Figure 2 shows the changes in network size (numbers of edges and vertices)
and structure (numbers of modules) as an initial n-etwork is evolved through
600 steps, with reclustering into modules taking place after 200 and 400 steps.
The main observation here is that NEMo, when started with a DMCgenerated network (part (a) of the ﬁgure), begins by reconﬁguring the network,
reducing its number of vertices by about one third over the ﬁrst hundred steps
and replacing edges. It then moves into much the same mode as depicted in
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part (b) of the ﬁgure, which shows a steady evolutionary behavior mixed with
a small bias towards growth. The implication is that, while the DC-generated
network may have a modular structure, that structure is less well structured (as
observed above) as well as not well supported under the evolutionary model.
We can observe that the graph density of the DMC-generated network is low
and gets swiftly increased by NEMo, while the initial number of modules is high
and gets switﬂy decreased by NEMo as a consequence of the removal of many
nodes. After the ﬁrst 200 steps and the ﬁrst reclustering of modules, the evolution follows the same path as that followed immediately when working from a
NEMo-generated intial graph, as seen in part (b) of the ﬁgure. Part (b) shows
variance in the rate of increase in the number of edges, partly a consequence of
the node duplication process—duplicating a few high-degree nodes in rapid succession quickly increases the overall degree of the network, while also increasing
the number of high-degree nodes.
The mild generative bias we deliberately introduced into the evolutionary
simulations can be harmlessly removed for evolving NEMo-generated networks
and, through larger numbers of steps, evolving a modular structure closer to
that of the PPI networks from the databases.
It is worth noting that the module-aware level of NEMo is very limited in its
eﬀects: its power derives from its distinguishing intermodular from intramodular
events, but NEMo uses this power in quite a minimal way, by assigning slightly
diﬀerent probabilities to the two classes of events—in evolutionary terms, it
simulates a slightly stronger negative selection for intermodular events than for
intramodular events. The distinction between the two classes of events could
be used to a much larger extent, but our results show that even this minimal
intervention, consistent with a selective pressure to preserve modularity while
allowing modules themselves to adapt, suﬃces to create a signiﬁcant diﬀerence
in the type of networks generated.

7

Discussion and Future Work

We presented NEMo, a module-aware evolutionary model for PPI networks.
The emphasis of NEMo, as compared to existing models for PPI networks, is on
evolution rather than generation: whereas existing models (and the ﬁrst layer of
NEMo, which is a variant of existing models) are know to generate modularity
when growing networks, we were interested in a model that would evolve existing
networks, using the same basic set of evolutionary events.
The salient feature of NEMo is a module-aware layer that sits above the
event layer and distinguishes between intermodular and intramodular events.
The awareness is achieved through periodic recomputation (triggered by sampling and analysis for drift) of the modular structure. The uses to which this
awareness are put are minimal: NEMo simply gives a slightly higher probability
to intramodular events than to intermodular events, thereby slightly favoring
conservation of modules and evolution of internal module structure. The details
of the model are broadly adjustable: the algorithm used to detect modules, the
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number and nature of parameters used to control intra- vs. intermodular events,
the features chosen to characterize the network, and the distance measure used to
measure drift in order to decide when to re-evaluate the composition of modules,
are all ﬂexible.
Our simulation results show that this second layer enables NEMo to run
through large numbers (as compared to the size of the network) of evolutionary
events, balanced so as not to aﬀect the expected size of the network, while
preserving the characteristics of its original (growth-derived) modular structure.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the ﬁrst such result and it paves the way
for phylogenetic analyses as well as population studies of PPI networks.
As discussed by Makino and McLaughlin [14], however, the number of factors
that could aﬀect the evolution of PPI networks is very large. NEMo captures
only a small subset of these factors, since it works just on the graph structure
and, at the level of individual events, makes the same independence assumptions
as current models. Interdependent events or hidden underlying events present
serious challenges. Incorporating externally supplied data (in addition to the
network itself) makes sense in a data-rich era, but will require, for each type of
data, further development of the model.
Acknowledgments. MY wishes to thank Mingfu Shao for many helpful discussions.
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